
 

 

 

Questions asked by Prospective Bidders and Answers Provided for Bid N0. OVG (04) 2020/21: Appointment of a suitable Service Provider to Design, 

Develop, Maintain and Host the Office of the Valuer-General Website for a Period of 36 Months 

Questions Answers 

I wanted to know if it is possible for me as a freelancer to apply for the 

tender OVG (04) 2020/21. 

I know I can bring value to the website as I can not only develop and 

maintain the site but also add SEO while building and maintaining. 

We have to comply with the SCM process and bidders must adhere to the 

bidding process and ensure that the mandatory requirements are met / 

satisfied when submitting their bids. 
 

I could like to Submit my Company Name as am Very Interested to 

Participate in the attached documents and Please forward to me any 

addenda and New Information for my Attention. Let's 🦵 kick off 

😷🤧🗣️😭🛌🙆 Covid 19 out of South Africa and the World Together. 

Thanks ✍️🙏🤣🙋. Lesley Lesedi Phasha. Director. Lesley Lesedi Phasha 

Enterprise 

Kindly note that this tender is open for everyone to participate, we don’t 

need your company name all information is inside the bid document and if 

there is something you don’t understand there are people to contact on 

that bid document. 

 

Is there a specific framework required for the CMS (Content 

Management)? Wordpress, Open Source, Microsoft, Custom, etc. 

No specific framework.  Just align to website development best practices 

 

How will the site be structured and how many links are there internally? There will be approximately 8 pages. You will also have links to other sites 

as explained on the Bid  Document 



Are there any user level logins Yes 

What additional functionality is to be included? Intranet login etc. No additional functionality 

How many users will manage content At least 2 Users 

What platform is preferred for hosting if any No specific platform 

Who holds the Domain name Refer to the Bid document 

Also send any additional technical and business requirements to consider Refer to the Bid document 

How many copies of tender documents should be submitted One original tender document is required. 

How much Hard drive space do you anticipate will need for the site as well 

as the user data that will be uploaded? 

his is a completely new website so  we don’t have data to use for hard 

drive space. 

Do you want dedicated hosting or shared hosting?  
a. Dedicated means all the resources of the VM are reserved 

for the clients website 
b. Shared hosting is cheaper, but the User experience could 

be impacted by other websites on the same host. 
c. Fully hosted and managed sites, such as Wix or 

Wordpress.com. 

You will have to meet website / system availability and reliability as per SLA 

that will be signed 

Website to be Hosted in SA or Internationally? We will have to comply  with POPI Act and ensure data reside in SA 

How much changes do require on a month to month basis? Can’t tell now, this is a new website. Currently we do not have a website 

Do you require any social media integration? Yes 

Do they Require any SEO features? Yes 

What other integrations, if any, will you need? Links to other websites 

How much traffic do you anticipate? Currently we do not have a website or data , hence cant anticipate traffic 



 

 

Will you require content management (CMS) features? Yes 

Will you be providing images, or do we need to quote on these? Images will be provided to the recommended bidder 

Do you require any of the below features? 

a. Newsletter 

b. Blog 

c. Payment Gateway 

d. Live chat 

e. Social Media Streams 

f. FAQ 

 Yes 


